EU/US: CAA’S ANALYSIS OF THE BENEFITS
Introduction
1. This document provides an overview of the work that the CAA has been doing to
evaluate the benefits of an EU-US deal for United Kingdom interests. We appreciate
that this is just one part of the picture and this will obviously have to be assessed
together with other considerations feeding into the UK Government's decision,
including the political and tactical impacts of different courses of action.
2. This document is split into two parts:
• Part A. Modelling the impact of an EU-US deal on passenger services.
• Part B. Competition on London-US: Looking Beyond the Model.

3. These are attached and summarised below.
Summary of Part A. Modelling the Impact of an EU–US Deal on Passenger Services
4. The main piece of work we have been doing is the passenger and airline benefits
model, which is an update of work we did for the Department in 2000 when it was
pursuing a possible deal with the US on a bilateral basis. We have updated the
assumptions to take account of the changes with this deal and these are set out in Part
A.
5. We have examined a number of scenarios, which we think are representative of the
possible choices facing the UK Government:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Bermuda II continuing for the period of the model
“Open Skies” now and no further liberalisation for the period of the model
Bermuda II continuing for six years, followed by an OAA.
“Open Skies” now and an OAA in six years' time.

6. We have not attempted to model the impact of forced denunciation of Bermuda II (and
the other European agreements in contravention of EC law) following the failure of this
process as the uncharted nature of such a path makes it almost impossible to predict
the likely effects.
The Headline Figures
7. The headline figures for the High and Low case scenarios are as follows:
Model outputs, High case, 20 year time horizon.
Scenario
Status quo (Bermuda ii)
Open skies only
Open skies+ OAA 6 years
No open skies + OAA 6 years
No open skies + Sum of Sectors
dropped

UK Benefits £ bn
8.9
11.0
11.8
11.1
9.6

1

UK Benefits over
Status Quo £ bn
0.0
2.2
3.0
2.3
0.8

UK Benefits indexed
to Status Quo
100
125
134
126
109

Model outputs, Low case, 20 year time horizon.
Scenario
Status quo (Bermuda ii)
Open skies only
Open skies+ OAA 6 years
No open skies + OAA 6 years
No open skies + Sum of Sectors
dropped

UK Benefits £ bn
10.3
10.4
11.2
11.0
11.0

UK Benefits over
Status Quo £ bn
0.0
0.1
0.9
0.8
0.8

UK Benefits indexed
to Status Quo
100
101
109
107
107

Note: index figures arrived at relative to the absolute figures for benefit.

8. These figures provide a range of benefit, which we would expect to obtain from each of
the options. The upper and lower bands are the extremes of the benefits we would
expect; with the main variable being the different strategic responses UK incumbent
operators (BA and Virgin) would demonstrate in response to the modelled expansion of
their competitors following liberalisation of the agreement. It is noteworthy that the
removal of sum-of-sectors policy1 has a significant positive effect on the figures in the
last scenario, although certain secondary effects, which would reduce these benefits,
have not been modelled. The large benefit attributed to its removal is explained by the
fact that it is UK consumers who would benefit from the drop in US carriers’ prices that
would be expected from the change (nb: the model does not take into account the
secondary effects that this would have on UK carriers through increasing pressure on
direct fares). We also believe that the benefits could not be as great as modelled for
the reason that the current policy may not be universally adhered to by US carriers.
9. The total UK benefit arising from both the High and Low cases are the combination of a
disbenefit to UK airlines, through a reduction in profits, and a benefit to UK passengers,
mainly through lower fares. The following table shows the breakdown of modelled
benefits for the Open Skies option in both the Low and High cases between UK
passengers and UK airlines, although, since we consider the High and Low cases to
represent extremes of UK airline behaviour, we would expect that both cases will
overstate the losses to UK airlines and the gains by UK passengers.
Open Skies
20 year time horizon

UK Passenger benefits

Net present value (£bn)
Average annual benefit (£m)

Low case
5.4
269

UK Airline benefits

Net present value (£bn)
Average annual benefit (£m)

-5.3
-264

-3.0
-149

Total UK benefits

Net present value (£bn)
Average annual benefit (£m)

0.1
5

2.2
110

1

High case
5.2
259

In essence, sum of sectors policy requires US carriers offering indirect services to price fares no lower than the sum of
the two sector fares, or (where the point is served by another carrier direct) no lower than the direct fare. The original
purpose of the policy was to help redress the perceived competitive imbalance from UK carriers having no access to the
US domestic market, other than by paying what a US carrier decides to charge. We are of the view that this is no longer
an appropriate policy response, and in any case sum of sectors policy will fall as a result of the pricing provisions in the
draft deal, if agreed.
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10. In the high case, BA and Virgin are assumed to have some scope to cut costs so are
able to respond to competition by expanding to match the frequency increases made
by their competitors, whilst reducing average aircraft size to maintain profitability. In the
low case, the airlines are assumed to have less scope for cost cutting and so must
retrench, reducing average aircraft size whilst maintaining their service frequency to
sustain their present margins.
11. We view neither reaction as particularly plausible; in reality, we would expect UK
airlines to pursue a more nuanced response to increased competition by assessing the
threat faced on a route-by-route basis. This will minimise the lost profits sustained by
the UK airlines, but it will also reduce the benefits available to the UK passenger.
Although it is not possible to quantify the benefits to airline and passenger for all other
possible responses, Figure 1 illustrates how we would expect them to vary across a
range of alternatives. The low and high cases, being sub-optimal responses by the
airlines lead to greater reductions in profit (disbenefits) than the more likely,
unmodelled response and this is represented by the curvature of the ‘Airline Benefit’
line. However, since part of any disbenefit to UK airlines will be returned to the UK
passenger in the form of lower fares, any response that reduces the disbenefits to UK
airlines is also likely to reduce the benefits received by UK passengers and so in the
figure the curvature of the ‘Passenger Benefit’ line mirrors that of the ‘Airline Benefit’.

Benefits

Figure 1: Illustration of benefits
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Passenger Benefit
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12. A more likely central case would probably see lower overall UK airline disbenefits,
consequent lower UK passenger benefits and a total benefit to the UK lying between
those calculated for the High and Low cases. We would therefore recommend the
central figure of £1 billion as being the best approximation of the net effect on UK
interests of the EU-US deal as currently proposed. Though even this figure is to some
extent uncertain, as it is dependent on the commercial reactions of the various players
in the market.
The model assumptions
13. It should be stressed that the model covers only a part of the market, albeit currently a
major part. It only covers passenger services from London and does not attempt to
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account for all of the losses due to displaced services (for example, the cancellation of
a Heathrow to Edinburgh service displaced by expansion of another transatlantic
service). Furthermore, it does not foresee any increase in the contribution from fifth or
seventh freedom services over the Atlantic, nor any benefits from access to the US
market from the deal (a possibility under the franchise elements of the proposal).
Lastly, it does not take account of innovations in the market such as ‘niche’ carriers or
new business models. These omissions and the inevitable difficulties in modelling the
dynamics of liberalisation mean that the model is only able to give a sense of direction
and scale, but no certainty.
14. The way in which the model works is to examine how current US – London services
compare with those from other European hubs and with US domestic and other
international services in order to estimate the extra capacity introduced by US carriers
as a result of liberalisation of Bermuda II. UK airlines are assumed to respond to this
expansion to preserve frequency share or preserve profit without increasing frequency.
Limits are placed on the rate at which new services can be introduced at Heathrow for
those carriers that do not already have a large portfolio of slots.
15. Under both Open Skies and OAA scenarios, airlines benefit from cost reductions of
between 3% and 6% due to the increased competitiveness of the market. The
possibility of mergers between EU carriers is assumed to reduce their costs by
between 0% and 2% over the first five years of the agreements. In addition, an OAA is
assumed to reduce UK airlines’ costs by up to 2.5% in its first five years.
16. Business passengers are assumed to value frequency of service and so, as the level of
frequency offered by competing airlines increases, it is assumed to drive down the
average business fare. Leisure passengers are assumed to be predominantly price
sensitive, and so average leisure fares are assumed to fall in response to increases in
the total seat capacity available on the routes. The assumed fare elasticity for leisure
passengers has been updated in the light of the latest research by the CAA. Airlines
are assumed to vary their fares in order to achieve a reasonable load factor on their
services and so, as capacity and flights are added, fares fall.
Sensitivities in the model
17. There are a number of factors affecting the final range of outcomes from the model.
Both BA and Virgin have already cut transatlantic aircraft size (expressed as the
number of seats per aircraft) in the last five years, and could be considered to have
less scope to do so again in the future. The ability to reduce the number of passengers
per aircraft underpins the UK airline response in both the High and Low model cases.
However, the primary reason for the recent reduction in seat capacity from these
airlines is to provide more space for business traffic, which, being less price elastic,
may not be so adversely affected by increases in capacity from US carriers.
18. The model also assumes that, in the High case, UK airlines will respond to increased
competition with further cost savings. We understand that UK airlines have already
undertaken a large cost-saving exercise in response to September 11th and the scale
of further significant cost cutting opportunities over the years is questionable.
Nevertheless, we believe that some scope to do so inevitably remains.
19. The model also assumes that the relative attractiveness to business travellers of non4

frequency aspects of the airlines’ offerings2, does not change significantly over the
period being modelled. These effects are captured from the base year data in the
model and are assumed to remain constant. In essence, this means that we assume
that BA’s share of passengers relative to its frequency share remains the same in
future years. In reality, the introduction of a more competitive product by other carriers
(such as flatter beds or better in-flight entertainment, for example) could alter this.
20. Another factor not fully captured by the model is the extent to which corporate deals in
the business sector might actually reduce the yield impact - and consumer benefit –
flowing from greater price competition. The passenger responses in the model and
their effects on fares are based more upon the choices that would be made in taking a
single journey (“which flight gets me to my destination nearest to the time I would like to
be there”) than those that would be made in planning multiple journeys (“which airline
offers the range of services that would get me to my destinations closest to the times I
would like to be there each time I travel”).
21. In the model, much of the UK airlines’ profit reduction occurs on the London - New York
route, disproportionate even to the high level of services offered. In part, this is due to
the extra services which Delta and Continental are assumed to transfer to Heathrow
and the subsequent dilution of the UK airlines’ frequency share (or the cost to them of
maintaining their current frequency share). However, it could be argued that business
traffic is unlikely to be hit quite so hard here as the attractiveness of an airline’s offering
depends more on absolute frequency they provide and not merely their share of the
total. Since few competitors are likely to be able to easily match the quality and
frequency of the UK airlines’ products, the drop in profits from business passengers on
this route may be overstated in both High and Low cases. Also, we have checked the
credibility of this assumption with ACL, who view the speed of expansion of alternative
services in the model as optimistic given the constraints on slots. If less expansion
happens then this would, in turn, reduce the benefits attached to the high case.
Summary of Part B. Competition on London-US: Looking Beyond the Model
22. This document sets out our analysis of the present UK-US passenger market. It
includes a discussion of the main characteristics of the market and the observed fares
in the market.
23. The main observations from this supplementary paper are that a disproportionate level
of UK airlines’ profits arises from operating the London-US market services that are
subject to the restrictions in Bermuda II. In contrast to other restricted bilateral markets,
however, there is evidence that some consumers, such as leisure passengers, tend to
experience low prices on the services. Core profitability on the services is generated
almost solely by the business passenger, who experiences prices above those charged
by carriers flying from other points in Europe and, to some extent, this subsidises those
flying in the back of the plane. We believe the explanation for this is as follows:
•

2

The core of BA’s profitability (and Virgin’s to the extent that they follow the
same model) is the high yielding business class passenger travelling direct
between London and the US. Competitiveness is determined largely by
providing convenience and a high quality product to this time-sensitive

For instance, quality or reliability.
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segment of the market.
•

Providing convenience in the form of frequency on these flights means a high
level of capacity is generated both in the premium and economy cabins.
Non-core revenue is generated by selling these seats at discounted prices to
marginal passengers originating in both the domestic leisure and continental
European leisure and business markets.
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Conclusions
24. The intention of this work is to provide a solid factual foundation for the decision on
whether to support the proposed EU-US deal. The evidence assembled here suggests
that the UK-US market displays some of the characteristics of similar markets in
countries with restrictive bilaterals; restricted competition on many of the routeings no
doubt leads to higher business fares than would otherwise be the case. However,
corporate discounts, a frequent and generally high quality product and lower leisure
fares to some extent temper the negative effects of the current situation when
compared with other restricted markets. In summary, it is clear that the removal of the
restrictions currently imposed by Bermuda II will lead to significant net benefits to the
United Kingdom, although wider benefits would arise from an Open Aviation Area –
style agreement.
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